
Class Four home learning Reading and writing Week com. 29th June Two weeks Unit   

 Learning Challenge Question- What would I see if I went deep sea diving?  

We are going to be reading books about the Oceans and seas.  

Week com. 29th June/6th July  The book we are going to be reading is- 

The Secret of Black Rock-by Joe Todd Stanton 

What do you know about the life of a 

fisherman or woman? What do you know about life in a ‘fishing town’? Can you name a fishing town? 

I know…, I think…. I wonder… 



 

 

 

 

 





 



 







 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



 





 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 29th 

June 

Day 

One 

 Reading Today we are going to predict’ what we think the story is about. We can do this by looking at the front cover. 

Look et the front cover before you read the story. Talk to an adult - 
What do you see? 
Does it remind you of anywhere you have been? 
What do you think she is doing? Why?  
What is she thinking?  
What could be the secret of Black Rock?  
Have you read a story like this before?  

 

Now we are going to make links with where the story is set. Look at the pictures of the fishermen.  

What do you know about the life of a fisherman or woman? What do you know about life in a ‘fishing town’? Can you name a fishing 

town? 

Can you find the names of towns on a map of the UK which are fishing towns? 

Can you draw a map of the UK and mark on the fishing towns you have found? 

I know…, I think…. I wonder… 

 

30th 

June 

Day 

Two 

Reading Read the story Read the first two pages. Look carefully at the picture of the rock. Talk about- 

What is this? How would you describe it? 

How does it make you feel? Why? 

Does it remind you of anything in stories or real life? What is a legend? 



What is happening around the rock? What might have happened here? What could happen? 

How do people describe the rock? 

Why do you think they are so afraid of it?  

Writing 

Can you create a picture of the rock using any art materials you have at home?  

Can you surround your picture with adjectives to describe it. Eg jagged, sharp, strong, large 

Can you write your own similes ‘as big as a …’ 

As high as a …’ 

Day 

three 

Reading- Read the rest of the story and then use the story to ‘retrieve’ the answers to the question. 

1. Why were people so afraid of The Black Rock? 

2. Who did the fishing boat belong to? 

3. What was the name of her dog? 

4. Why did Erin hide on the boat? 

5. Why do you think she fell into the water? 

6. What did Black Rock do when it saw her in the water? 

7. What happened to make Erin feel sorry for Black Rock? 

8. What did Erin do to stop the fishermen destroying Black Rock? 

9. How did they make sure that no boats were ever destroyed by Black Rock again?  

Writing Erin seems to be a very brave little girl because she wasn’t afraid to go out and look for Black Rock. 

Can you write a description of Erin. Describe the sort of girl she is and say why you think that. Write about what she looks like 

and where she lives. You Could draw a scene from the story.  

 

Day 

Four  

Reading-We are going to ‘infer’ Erin’s feelings by using clues in the text. 

Read the story again and think of different words top describe the way she is feeling and what she might be thinking at each 

part of the story 

1. When she was laid on the jetty in the harbour 



2. When she sneaked onto mum’s boat 

3. When she fell in the water 

4. When Black Rock picked her up 

5. As she was being carried back to shore 

6. When the boats and machines were following her 

7. When she was trying to explain to the fishermen about Black Rock 

8. In the very last picture of the story 

Writing 

  

Day 

Five  

Vocabulary work: 

Can you find a meaning for these words? 

Legend, mysterious, appeared, outsmart, loomed, unnoticed, echoed, translucent, anchor,  

Write them into a sentence 

 

Reading: Can you re-tell the events of the tory in the right order? 

How can you use your voice to make it sound exciting? 

 

 Week 

Two  

Day 

One  

Writing Story Planning  

This week we are going to re-tell the story of Black Rock in your own words. 

You can change some parts of the story like-the main character, instead of Black Rock what else could you have that the 

fisher men are afraid of? 

I have attached a planner for you to plan out your ideas, think of exciting words (think about the work you did on sea 

creatures), draw pictures. 

 

Further writing ideas: 

Why don’t you-write a news paper report about the Titanic sinking or make a book about The Titanic 



Day 

Two-

five  

Now try writing up your story each day. 

Remember to add exciting words, use conjunctions to make your sentences longer, use ? ! . , in the right place 

You could even have … 

Make sure you use your plan but it is ok to change ideas if you have a better one. 

After you have written each part, try to read aloud to an adult to check your sentences.  

Can you draw pictures to add to your story? 

You might want to make a mini book. 

Resources for this unit of English 

Star words are words we are trying to use in our writing. They need to be words that are new to us and words we wouldn’t 

normally use. A good resource for this is a thesaurus-you can find on line ones.  

Star word  Break it into syllables  Write it into a 

sentence  

Draw a picture to 

remind myself  

What does it mean?  

Eg. Predator  Pred/a/tor A shark is a large 

predator.  

 A creature that eats 

another creature 

(prey). 

     

 

     

 

     

 

 

 

 



My story planner: 

 My ideas  Picture of my ideas 

Words I will use  

Story Start 

Who is in the story? 

Where do they live? 

 

 

 

 

 

Story Build Up 

What is everyone afraid 

of? 

Why? 

 

  

Main 

How did they fall into the 

water? 

What was it like? 

What do they discover? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Story Ending 

How is everything sorted 

out? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grammar and punctuation activities to support this unit of learning 

https://superbrainybeans.com/english/punctuation/year-2/    -variety of punctuation activities 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkxxsbk    

 -a lot of grammar activities for the children to practise including work on verb tenses which is useful for story 

writing   

 

Spelling- 

 Better to spend 10-15 minutes each day on these spellings  

Year Two common exception word list. Can you spell all the words on this list? Try to learn how to spell the words you are 

unable to. Look at the different strategies to help you learn these new words.  

If you can spell these words, try year three and four list. There are a lot of difficult words on here so try putting them into 

sentences so you can explain what they mean.  

 

New Pastures Primary School Spelling advice for parents  

These are the expectations in spelling for children who reach the end of key stage one- 

To be able to spell:  

• words containing each of the 40+ phonemes already taught 

• common exception words-see the list  

• the days of the week 

https://superbrainybeans.com/english/punctuation/year-2/%20%20%20%20-variety
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkxxsbk


• name the letters of the alphabet 

• adding prefixes and suffixes:  

• using the spelling rule for adding –s or –es as the plural marker for nouns and the third person singular marker for verbs 

• using the prefix un– 

• using –ing, –ed, –er and –est where no change is needed in the spelling of root words [for example, helping, helped, helper, eating, 

quicker, quickest] 

• apply simple spelling rules 

 

There are many approaches and strategies that we teach children to use depending on the type of word being taught. Some words can 

be spelt through segmenting the word into syllables Eg. Skip/ ing. However, there are many ‘naughty’ words in the English language that 

need a different approach! Please find below a wide variety of activities and games for you to try at home- 

Segmenting words into 

sounds  

Isolate each of the phonemes (sound) in the word then write the grapheme (letter) one at a time 

If children are unsure of a grapheme, for example a vowel digraph, leave blank and come back to it – for example 

chief 

ch _  f 

Syllables  Listen to and clap the syllables in a longer word, repeat writing each syllable as you say it. 

Extend the idea of phoneme frames and create syllable boxes – focus on the tricky syllable in the word. 

chim pan zee 
 

Analogy Use the words you already know to help you with a knew word 

 eg  weigh , sleigh , neigh. 

Over stressing letters- 

‘say it silly’  

Pronounce the unstressed or schwa sound in words  pe -o- ple,  el-e- phant 

choc-o-late. 

Break up tricky spellings  Split the word at the difficult point  

 fri – end / friend, Wed- nes-day. 

Highlight the tricky part or write it in a different colour 

Find words in words what -  has a hat 

there is a rat in  - separate 



Pyramid words This helps children to think about each letter separately 

p  

pe  

peo  

peop 

 peopl  

 people 

Silly spelling sentences Make up a silly phrase or sentence to remember the word 

necessary – one collar, two sleeves 

could  - o-u- lucky duck 

because –big elephants can always use small exits. 

Activities to develop their 

visual recognition  

Write words onto cards. 

Place the cards face up-ask your child to look at them. Ask your child to turn away-remove a card-Which one have 

you removed? 

Play pairs with word cards. 

Play a game of snakes and ladders where the person who lands on a snake has to spell a word from the cards before 

they can move on. 

How many times can they write the word in one minute-old newspapers and felt tips are good for this.  

Cut words up and ask your child to put the word back together again. Playing word games with them, such as: 

o hangman 

o Boggle 

o Scrabble 

 

 



 



 

 

 

Further spelling on 

Phonics play Username-march20   Password-home  



https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/assets/resources/shared 

Further reading- 

Banded Readers I have registered the class with Oxford Owl. If your child logs on to this site they can use our class log in- 

Newpasturesclass4  Password- Meerkat4. They can find ‘e’ readers on different books bands.  

Further reading sites 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/bookfinder/ 

 

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/assets/resources/shared
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/bookfinder/

